The use of linear nonequilibrium thermodynamics in the study of renal physiology.
Classical formulations for the analysis of membrane transport processes, which ignored possible interactions between flows of diverse permeant species, often led to inconsistencies in the evaluation of permeability coefficients. For water flow induced by an osmotic pressure difference this difficulty was resolved by Staverman's introduction of the reflection coefficient sigma, a parameter which incorporates the interaction between solute and solvent in the course of their passage through a membrane. A comprehensive nonequilibrium thermodynamic (NET) formalism suitable for many biological systems was provided by Kedem and Katchalsky. For an n-flow system each flow is in general dependent on n forces; the assumption of Onsager reciprocity, however, reduces the number of independent phenomenological coefficients. Although NET is widely applied in the study of renal physiology, fundamental theoretical and practical problems remain. Basic considerations are the need to control or evaluate the influence of all coupled flows and to establish conditions fostering linear dependencies of flows on forces. When this is done a transport system may be characterized in terms of intrinsic membrane parameters, facilitating the systematic study of the effects of drugs, hormones, and various experimental perturbations.